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The BG News
"Celebrating 75 Years of Excellence"
Thursday, March 9,1995

Heather Cvengroa
The BG News
The question Is whether female
and male faculty members at the
University are hired, promoted
and paid similarly. Two groups
are giving two entirely different
answers.
Two committees were established at the University to analyze
the gender equity Issue. A Faculty
Senate ad hoc committee concluded there are significant salary
and promotion Inequities for female faculty members.
The Gender Equity Research
Group, under the direction of

" The GERG was influenced by the
Administration's viewpoint that gender is
irrelevant to the distribution of faculty
salaries."
Veronica Gold
Faculty Senate Ad hoc
committee member
University President Paul Olscamp, claims there Is no evidence
to support gender discrimination,
however.
The Department of Labor for
Equal Employment and Affirmative Action has reviewed both reports and the status is in conciliation, said Charles Duffy, director of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs.
Duffy said the department
made a finding, but he would not
comment on what the finding Is.
"Conciliation Implies that there
is a problem and the Issue needs
to be negotiated with the school,"
Duffy said. "If no solution Is
made, the Issue goes to enforcement. If the government and University disagree, there will be a
trial to determine who Is right"
Discrimination In faculty salary
in any form Is illegal.
The studies began In September 1993 when the senate ad hoc
committee met to design, execute
and write reports in response to
three studies concerning gender
equity, completed in the foil of
1994.
Results of the first two ad hoc
studies Indicated significant salary and promotion Inequities for
females at the University. The
studies also Indicate promotion of
female (acuity Into the associate
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and full professor ranks has
changed little In the past 23
years.
The third ad hoc study by the
Faculty Senate, a questionnaire
of full-time faculty, supports the
findings of the first two studies. It
revealed that female faculty are
not represented at the highest
salary ranks and have been denied promotion to the rank of full
professor more frequently than
male faculty.
According to the survey. 75
percent of all male faculty are In
the top two ranks, whereas only
40 percent of all females hold the
same rank.
The conclusion of these surveys
indicates that at the University
average male salaries are higher
than female salaries at all ranks.
The survey reveals women are
paid much less than men even
when they hold the same ranks,
the same degree, serve the same
length of time and have the same
tenure status.
The Gender Equity Research
Group was formed last Jury to critique the ad hoc report. Members
were selected based on their experience in statistical research.
The report was released Feb. 17
following an eight-month study.
The GERG conducted two open
forums, March 1 and 2, to discuss the report.
William Balzer, GERG member,
said the group approached the
project as a statistical research
project with no preconceived
ideas as to the outcomes.
The group reviewed literature
regarding gender and salary
equity and conducted an analysis
examining the relationship between variables such as years of
employment possession of a terminal degree, faculty rank and
gender.
The GERG report summarized
that there is no evidence to support an allegation of systematic
gender discrimination In faculty
salaries at the University.
A faculty member, who did not
wish to be named, said the University needs another report.
"The two reports contradict
each other." she said. "It's obvious that the Issue needs to be
looked into further."
The Faculty Senate ad hoc
committee members are disturbed by the tone and distortions presented In the GERG report on the status of female faculty at the University.

Senate
hopefuls
politick
for votes

I'm Too Sexy

Jim Barker
The BG News
Candidates for Undergraduate
Student Government president
vice president and at-large senators stamped their feet against
the cold as they stood campaigning outside the
University
Union Wednesday, paying a
price to pick up
those vital election-day votes.
Candidates
sacrificed both
time and comfort Wednesday
to pass out
Dyers and press the flesh, even
pausing to socialize with their opponents.
Presidential candidate Jeff Stefanclc said he spent the majority
of Tuesday standing In the rain.
"I've been standing here since 9
'o'clock1 this morning. I was out
here all day (Tuesday|. but I did
manage to go to my classes," Stefanclc said. "So I haven't entirely
neglected my academics."
-USG vice presidential candidate
Andrea Hedberg said she was disappointed by the lack of residence
hall participation In the elections.
"'Presidential candidate Jason
Wolfe and 1| soil had speaking engagements last night at Prout and
Offenhaucr hall councils." Hedberg said.
"When we were In Prout I
asked for a show of hands as to
who had voted Tuesday. When I
looked around the room. I saw
only one hand raised. And in Offenhauer. only about half of the
hall council had voted," she said.

Tk. SO Hm/S.1. 14.lt.rm

Freshman fuhloa merchandising major Mary Wagner etruts her .tuff on the runway at the Fashion
Merchandising Association spring fashion and design show Tuesday night In the Lenhart Grand Ballroom

See GENDER, page six.

Candidate plans visit
North Dakota State University sends hopeful
Jay Young
The BG News
Roll the presidential dice, and
the new University president
might be Sharon Wallace.
Wallace currently works at
North Dakota State University
where she has served as vice
president for Academic Affairs
and a child development and family science professor since 1991.
Wallace said she Is looking forward to her unit viatt to Bowling
Green.

high of 45

Bowling Green, Ohio

Gender equity
studies subject
of controversy

Tin looking forward to getting
to me campus and getting to meet
the faculty, staff and students. I
am also looking forward to meeting the Board of Trustees," Wallace said. "I think that the opportunity to come to campus, for
both the candidate and the campus. Is to see what kind of opportunities there are for growth and
development*'
The fourth of six candidates to
visit the campus, Wallace will
meet the University community
during her visit March 13 and 14.

Sunny

The public will have a chance to
meet Wallace during an open
forum March 13 In 113 Olscamp
Hall at 1p.m.
Wallace said receiving a Job as
president would be a step up for
her.
"I have been preparing myself
for a college presidency for' a couple of years." Wallace said. "I
bring good skills In planning for
the Institution. I bring a good
sense of energy and creativity for
Bee WALLACE, page three.

Cultural diversity
focus of discussion
Wayne Krause
The BG News
Matt Boaz Is offering everyone
an open invitation to voice their
feelings about cultural diversity
at the University.
"If you have any doubt that
your beliefs, values or customs
are not being represented, bring
your ass up in there," Boaz said.
Boaz Is coordinating the upcoming cultural diversity discussion In room 210 of the Math Science Bulking at 9:30 tonight.

It will feature a panel of six
speakers from diverse backgrounds and several other guests
with various outspoken cultural
and political viewpoints.
'We wanted to make one last
effort in a big way to get all the
complaints, misunderstanding
and hatred cut In the open," Boaz
said. "It's time to get rid of all
those feelings and get down to
mutual respect for each other."
Torlano Jackson. co-

See DIVERSITY, page three.

USG presidential candidate
Scott Jacobs said the weather
hadn't really been a factor In voter
turnout.
The weather hasn't exactly cooperated with us, but I think we
should still double last year's voting numbers," Jacobs said.
Candidates were not the only
ones working hard. Inside both
the Union and Jerome Library,
USG representatives not running
for office were busy running the
voting areas.
USG cabinet member David
Huthmacher said this year's
turnout has been noticeably
higher than last year's showing.
"Last fall semester 1 worked In
this same spot during elections."
Huthmacher said. "I don't have
any numbers to back this up yet
but It seems like we have quite a
few more people turning out to
vote this year. I'm hoping we can
break some kind of a record
here."
USG senator Katerlna Brennan
worked beside Huthmacher
Wednesday and said she was
surprised by the crowds.
"It feels like so many people are
coming tn. We get waves of people
between classes," Brennan said.
Students who came to fill out
ballots, many of them first-time
voters, said increased publicity
and visibility caught their Interest. Sophomore Sarah Wright
said she believed voting was her
duty as a college student.
The elections directly affect
me.

Falcon center Kevin
Lone will join his
teammates on the ice this
weekend after serving a
three-game suspension

v
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Recycling student
work appreciated
Obviously, many of you have recognized the big yellow
bins and the little brown bins all over campus that
collectively "swallowed" 25 percent of the University
waste last year.
But the bins are not bottomless pits. Many of you may
not have noticed the people that go in and out of buildings
each week, up and down elevators, sorting through those
bins and collecting the recyclable material.
These people are some of the students who work for the
Recycling Program, which started in 1986 and reached its
25 percent goal this year.
' These diligent workers, led by Craig Wittig. the coordinator of the program, are now expanding their efforts
with an outreach collection program. This program
broadens collection to include businesses at Research
Park, which is land owned by the University between
Interstate 75 and Dunbridge Road.
The News believes the 25 student employees and volunteers of the Recycling Program should be commended
for their hard work and dedication to the environment.
Craig Wittig, also, has done an excellent job bringing the
program to the level of excellence that it is at.

The BG News
Thursday, March 9,1995

Farms disappearing from landscape
This is something that Isn't discussed much, but It certainly la In
need of some attention.
Bottom line: farmers deserve
more respect.
I know many of you out there
are chuckling, picturing some Ignoramus wearing overalls with a
straw hat and chewing on some
grass. This stereotype needs to be
changed.
I am from a small Midwestern
town, and I was surrounded by
farms and farmers all of my life.
What once was a cornfield or a
cattle pasture is now a housing
development or a large discount
store.
Oh, the Joys of modernization!
Never mind that pesky 15-minute
drtve to the mall; the mall has
now come to you. Next to It, weVe
built a whole line of restaurants,
banks and gas stations.
We've also added some air and
water pollution, noise and a
higher crime rate. Finally, they've
put something in that "empty
com field."
But before you chomp Into that
cheeseburger you Just picked up
at the new McDonald's, mull over
this for a moment.
That "all-beef patty" didn't simply "come to be." The grain used
to make the bread certainly
wasn't grown In a flowerpot sitting In someone's window. Contrary to what the children say on
the Kraft Singles commercial, the
cheese did not come from the
moon.
Many people stereotype farmers
as "stupid." It seems as though
these folks are getting farmers
confused with "rednecks." Red-

necks, in my opinion, are uneducated, racist, sexist fools who
have no desire to improve themselves.
Herein lies the difference. Although most fanners don't hold a
Ph.D. or a membership to Phi
Beta Kappa, they have a deeper
knowledge of their careers than I
can ever hope to have. This comes
from years of experience with
Mother Nature. They have to
know these things: a bad screwup doesn't mean getting fired or
taklngapaycut It could mean no
Income for the year, period.
They know their crops, their
livestock, their land, their equipment and the weather like a best
friend. They work harder and
longer than anyone else around,
and they take pride In their work.
Yet the future of farmers and
agriculture appears bleak, at
best. The government wishes to

feed more and more people while
It takes away more and more farm
land.
If there Is no farm land, how are
we supposed to feed the population of this country? It has to
come from somewhere, and a lot
of the land In the United States Is
unsuitable for agriculture. The
land that Is suitable Is slowly being taken over by armies of Industry and development.
Here's a statistic to chew on: If
the federal government cuts back
on all federally funded programs
the same way It has been cutting
back the agriculture program, It
could have balanced the national
budget by now.
A good story about the trouble
farmers are having involves the
federal agricultural program. A
fanner had a spot on his farm
which was considered "wetland."
Apparently, that area of the land
was dry and suitable for planting
for the first time to years, so he
planted a half-acre of corn on the
land.

Some entertainers have tiled to
help out the less fortunate farmers. Why do you think they have
Farm-Aid concerts? As John
Cougar Mellencamp sings In his
song, "Rain on the Scarecrow*':
"Well there's 97 crosses planted
in the courthouse
yard/Nlnety-seven families that
lost 97 farms/1 think about my
grandpa and my neighbors and
my name/And some nights I fed
like dyln', like that scarecrow in
the rain."
Sawyer Brown also tells the tale
of a farmer who lost his land In
his song, "Cafe on the Corner."
Unfortunately, these songs aren't
Just a fictional stretch of a writer's
imagination.
So before you get too excited
about the new shopping center
which is going to be built where
there was "Just some farm," remember this: practically everything that you eat and drink originated at "some farm."
Unless you constantly drape
yourself in polyester, the fibers

■ The government wishes to feed more and
more people while ft takes away more and
more farm land."
The government didn't like
that. Not only did It fine him
$10,000. but It also forced him to
destroy the crop and withheld all
of the federal monies he was to
receive.
Folks, farmers aren't rich. This
farmer lost about $25,000. probably more than he makes In an
entire year.

used to make the clothes you
wear were also originally from a
farm.
Finally, remember being from
the "farmlands" really isn't anything to be ashamed of, after all.
Penny Brown Is a weekly colwmlstjor The Newi.She wishes
to thank Andy, who inspired, this
week's column.

We also believe it is important for students to understand that the recycling bins are not trash receptacles.
Paper drink cups and napkins do not belong in the pop
can bins -- it's just as easy to walk a few more steps and
throw them in the trash.
On the other hand, it also shows nothing but laziness
to throw pop cans and office paper in the trash when it's
Just as easy to throw them in a bin — especially since the
recycling program has gone through all the work to get
brown bins in every office and residence hall room on
campus. It can't get more convenient than that.
To those of you who regularly recycle, and sort things
correctly, good for you. There need to be more people of
your conscientious nature.
The News would also like to remind everyone that recycling is Just one tiny aspect of environmental care. There
are many other ways to help make the Earth last longer —
like taking shorter showers and walking to class.
Students who work for the recycling program could list
dozens of other ways, as well. Take some of those things
into consideration and you'll be a better person for it.
Copyright C1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any
material in this publication without the permission of The BG
News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded
in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and
Wednesdays in the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of
the student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be between 200300 words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone
number and University affiliation, if any. The BG News
reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Americans tired
of forced charity
This letter Is in response to Andrea Wood's column last Friday,
"Republicans will hurt poor."
Although I am not a Republican, I take Issue with her use of a
so-called "traditional political
principle" to bash those who wish
to change the nature of government Not only Is It Ingenuous,
but It also misrepresents all
whom I know who are unhappy
with the liberal excesses of
government.
Mostly. I disagree with Wood's
basic point of Mew. I do not believe people should be compelled
to finance any liberal or conservative Idealist's view of doing good.
Americana have shown themselves to be a generous and compassionate people.
One way they have shown this
la by long tolerating the big hand
of government reaching Into their
pockets to fund ■chanty." They
were willing to be robbed In order
to do something they thought was
good.

Idealism. In Its various guises.
Is certainly good, perhaps even
necessary for a civilized society,
but power corrupts even the liberal idealist. What Is being shared
Is not wealth, but misery.
Those who have been hurt are
rebelling. Let us now feel some
compassion for the victims, for
the Involuntary contributors to
the liberal Idealist's many, many
causes.
Please stop bashing those who
wish to cease being victims of
causes. Do-gooders have been
robbed to such an extent they are
finally rebelling. Certainly some
have engaged In Irrational "welfare bashing ... and bad- mouthing the destitute."
I venture that would not happen were It not for the use of taxes
to fund "charity." It has Intensified class warfare: the road to
peace consists of disarming the
robbers rather than blaming the
victims.
Ron Harris
Graduate Student
Mathematics/Statistics

Complaints were due
to slavery atrocities
On Tuesday February 28, I
picked up The News and decided
to peruse the "Letters to the Editor" section. In It I found Jennifer
Keye8' contribution to this section. Needless to say, 1 was
slightly amused by what she had
to say. She wrote that the black
community on campus should
quit complaining about Black
History Month because we're the
only ethnic group with a month
designated for celebration.
The black community wasn't
complaining about this month
that has been set aside for us. We
were Just disturbed by Food
Operations celebration of Black
History Month. There were complaints because serving the food
that was planned trivialized what
black history month stands for.
Celebrating with this food celebrates the tact that during slavery
blacks had nothing to eat and
were forced to eat the garbage
that plantation owners threw out
People don't want to celebrate

the atrocities of slavery (well,
some might but that Is another
Issue altogether), because It is
considered negative.
CleavonJ. Blalr
Senlor

Computer Science

Correction
The student coalition
planning to protest Newt
Gingrich's Contract with
America will meet Friday
afternoon at 2:30 in the
Campus Room of the Union,
rather than the time printed
rn Wednesday's edition of
The News
In Tuesday's edition of
The News, It was reported
that USG had a proposal to
eliminate three on- and offcampus seats. It actually
would eliminate all 12 organizational seats and
would add three on-and offcampus senate seats.
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Drums that beat the pulse of
the world -- from American Jazz
to Third World rhythm to classical Western European — will
be found In Bowling Green
when the University hosts the
1995 Ohio Day of Percussion
on March 11.
"There will be something for
everyone, from the elementary
school child with his pots and
pans to the professional percussionist with his marimba
and vibraphone," said Roger
Schupp. host of the program.
"It wlU be a bringing together of
musical elements from a variety of different ethnicities... a
world view of music."
This year's program, to take
place In the Moore Musical
Arts Center, will not only feature different types of music,
but also a variety of musicians.
Headllners for the day Include
marlmblst Doug Walter, renowned Jazz vtbraphonlst
Arthur Llpner and multlpercusslonlst Richie "Gajate"
Garcia.

-*P*

There will also be door prizes
and exhibits from retailers and
manufacturers such as YahamaCorp.
The day will begin at 9:30
a.m. with a performance by
Walter, followed at 11 a.m. by
vtbraphonlst Llpner.
From 12:30 p.m. to 1 p.m.
will be "Lunch-time with TimeLine," the University faculty
percussion trio made up of
Schupp, Steven Cornelius and
Eric Sooy.
The Cincinnati School of Arts
Percussion Ensemble will perform at 1 p.m.
The grand finale of the 1995
Ohio Day of Percussion will be
a performance by Garcia from
2 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. Garcia has
played with numerous popular
musicians including Barry
Manllow, John Denver, Art
Garfunkle and Ben Vereen.
An estimated 200 people are
expected to attend this year's
program. Registration will begin at 8:30 a.m., and admission Is free for all current Percussive Arts Society members.
The cost for non-members Is
$ 10 for adults and $5 for stu dents.

WALLACE
Continued from page one.
solutions to the problems thai
campuses are facing today."
Steven Wagner, editor of The
Spectrum at NDSU. said the contact Wallace currently has with
students Is limited.
"She doesn't have a lot of (stu-

" My dream show would be a stage with a
curtain. When the curtain went up, there
would be my guest. I woldn't know who the
guest was before hand."
Larry King

On This Date

The Accu-Weather* forecesi for noon, Thursday. March 9.

ampus
orner

University to host
Ohio Day of Percussion

THEY
SAID IT

dent) interaction as far as I
know." Wagner said. "She has
more contact with faculty and
staff."
Wallace said she has a limited
amount of student contact now
as vice president for Academic Affairs.
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Eighteen years ago today, the
Custodial Services Department was
forced to discontinue hiring student
employees because of a projected
deficit.
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ACROSS
THE NATION
Eighty-year-old veteran drafted
ODESSA, Texas - When Elbert
Lewis got his draft notice, he told
his wife goodbye. Then he thought
of his children. And his seven
grandchildren. And his greatgrandchild.

on a Navy anti-aircraft cruiser
during World War II and received
a Purple Heart.
When Lewis got the draft compliance notice Saturday, he broke
the news to his wife, Janle.

"He came Into the den and said,
"Well, I have to tell you goodbye.'"
she said. "Then we called our
kids. Wejust cut up and acted silly about It, really."
The Selective Service was crack'We really got a laugh out of It.
ing down on potential draft dodand so did all four of my kids,"
gers, and government records
Lewis said.
showed Lewis failed to register as
required by law when he turned
He dashed off a copy of his birth
18 In November.
certificate and honorable disThe problem: Lewis turned 18
charge to the Selective Service.
In November 1932.
The agency removed his name
The records showed his birthfrom Its list, spokesman Lou
date was Nov. 11, 1976. Instead of Brodsky said.
In 1914, which makes him 80.
The Idea of being 18 again was
appealing, to a degree.
What's more. Lewis did register
"I wouldn't mind It. take away
for the draft In 1941. He served
the war." Lewis said. .

coordinator of the program, said
he expects this year's turnout to
better the 350 people who came to
last year's cultural diversity discussion.
The program will not only deal
with Bowling Green's cultural
diversity problems, but also propose possible solutions.
The event promises to be an intellectual free-for-all with an
effort to Improve the campus
community, Boaz said.
"My biggest concern Is that
people will try to be poll 11< ally correct," said Boaz. "It's time that we
air our true feelings: because as a
wise person once said, 'Without
struggle there Is no progress."' .
KrlsUne Jordan, coordinator of
Womyn for Womyn, Is one of the
panelists who will be speaking at
the discussion. She said one
grievance she will try to air Is her
objection to being called a "male
basher."
Jordan also stressed the apathy
of the present student generaUon. She said she believes the
level of social awareness present
in the 1930s and 1960s will be
making a return in the near future.
"That's what I think about that
Contract On America s—. There's

going to be a backlash." Jordan
said.
Will Wilkms. a panel member,
also expressed opposition to the
new Republican plan, saying It
only benehtted .the richest two
percent of th»popQlatlon.-',
"Man. that.Is bogus," Wllklns
said, its the stupidest thing I've
ever seen."
Brian Dlckep, president of the*
Conservative Student Organization, said he expects to clash with
other panel members over several ■
Issues.
"I expect to see a lot of controversy." Dlcken said.
Alan Mostov, president of I 111 Id.
me University Jewish student organization, said the controversy
and diversity of the discussion offered an advance for all people on
campus.
Mostov said Bowling Green
offers the perfect setting for diversity problems.
"I think this town Is racist, sexist, and anU-Semltlc," he said.
Mostov offered blatant disregard of Jewish holidays. Insults
such as "where are your horns?"
and pro-Nazi symbols as examples of the latter Issue.

HOME FALCON HOCKEY THIS WEEKEND ♦♦. FIRST ROUND OF CCHA PLAYOFFS*f^3
DUE TO CCHA POLICY, ADMISSION IS $3 FOR BGSU STUDENTS ...FREE SOUVENIR TO EARLY ARRlVERSl

UNIVERSITY UNION

Monthly Recycling
Totals '95

♦ Best Values on Campus

5,930 lbs
23,335 lbs.
2,616 lbs.
37,240 lbs.
17,090 lbs.
9,680 lbs.
48.405 lbs.

This Month's TotaL

144,296 lbs.

Tfianlyforyour participation! %pep up the
good-wort^

Till 3SDAY

>Ma\ I MUCCS

Through your cooperation with the BGSU Recycling
Program, the following are the total amounts of each
material collected during the month of February.
ALUMINUM
GLASS
PLASTIC
CARDBOARD
NEWSPAPER
OFFICE PAPER
OTHER

^***
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Bowling Green, Ohio

BOWL-N-GREENERY

BBQ
Chicken
&Ribs

March 10th and 11th
10:00-8:00 am

\ll You
'an I ;n

$5.20

$6.95

1 ».*

$2fl0 f Free Backstase pass to first
21& T 10,000 fans in attendance J under
o*ei x
~
—'
'""
21
Classic Rock entertainment at its finest. Seriously.

menu changes weekly.

All You Can Eat
Incl

potatoes, loss .->.! ad 8
garlic broad

Incl: Complete salad bar, garlic
bread and unlimited beverage.

OPE* 5-71**1

Matt Gerwln - Thurs. March 9th starts at 10:00
your favorite Classic Rock

» Ail Student mi i
plan cards accepted

OPEN 4:30-7PM
I * All students meal plan cards
I accepted
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Have you Heard the News?
Two Brand New Buildings at

1 LARGE
PIZZA

vp4.99

354-6500

THE LOWEST PRICE IN TOWNI

WE DELIVERI

little CaesarsW) PizzalPlzzaT
TWogmi pusul OMlnrirkaf Ahnpf Jhmal

CRAZY BREAD

990

2 MEDIUM
PIZZAS
W/ one item
$7.99
Expires 5-15-95

Special Features:

•Full Basements
•Air conditioning

v\

istei

• 880 + sq. ft. per apartmant
• 2 bedrooms -1 1/2 baths
• central Oas heating with Individual
apartment controls
• available furnished or unfurnished
• l-shaped living-dining area with
balcony
• insulated window glass
• sliding glass doors lo balcony
• fast recovery Oas water healing
• twin bads in each bedroom
• built-in vanity in hallway
• linen closet
• resident paid utilities
• 60 two bedroom apartments

wall-to-wall carpeting
• sound conditioned Interior

• cable TV available

■

• kitchen comas equipped
with a Oas range,
refrigerator, food waste
disposal, stainless steal
•ink
. extra large closets
• carpeted halls and inside
entrances
. Ample oft street parking
• Qas-eouipped laundry area
available In each apartmant
building

All residents rtceivt a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA

Greenbriar Inc.
. . '. I

y

NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL

For Fall of 1995
•2 and 3 Bedrooms
•Washer/Dryer Hookups

Preferred Properties
Management Co.

Rental Office 530 S. Maple St. Phone: 352-9378
Office houri - Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 4:30 pm
' closed 12:00 -1:00

Campbell Hill

ONE ITEM

Enjoy Good Living in Piedmont and
Birchwood Place Apartments!

iM-WtM.
i+o<mrfmc*tim.)

(Imd—rkm
'

■

ask about our i
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Greeks view dance-a-thon USG compiles,
Councils attend joint meeting, discuss philanthropy
the representatives want to bring
a similar event here.
"Through this event, the campus and community come
Members of the University's together and there Is not one
Greek community attended a dancer who would give up." she
Joint meeting of the Panhellenlc said. "It Is all for the kids."
Todd Coy. IFC president, said
and Interfratemlty councils
Tuesday night to discuss the he agreed.
"There is nothing that we,
possibility of a
together, cannot accomplish." he
dance-a-thon
said. "This would show everyone
next spring.
what the Greek system Is really
IFC and Panabout."
hel representaSpeaking at the event were
tives attended
Dave Facer, director of the dance
the Pcnn State
marathon for the Children's Mir48-hour dance
acle Network, and Mefty Lechmarathon Feb.
man, director of special events for
17 to learn
the Medical College of Ohio.
more about the
Proceeds from a similar event
event before
here would benefit the children's
presenting It to the councils.
During the meeting, a video hospital at MCO.
Lechman said she was overwas shown from the Perm State
event and two speakers ad- whelmed at the response to the
dressed the audience of more meeting. She also said there Is a
than 170 fraternity and sorority high cancer rate for children In
Wood County who would benefit
members.
Amanda Bohardt, Panhel from the proceeds.
"By attending this meeting, you
president, said attending the
Penn State event was an "over- have shown that you are a group
whelming experience" that made of young people Interested In
Genell Pavellch
The BG News

making hfe better for children,"
she said.
Facer said an event such as
this at the University would have
many benefits for both students
and the children.
"The philanthropy you are
working for Is right In front of you
and you can see how you have
helped," Facer said. "This Is also
great experience and It teaches

would like this event to be a successful tradition here at the University.
"Our goal would be to raise
money and awareness, as well as
promoting a positive Image of
Greek students," Breclaw said.
Both councils plan to present
the Idea at their next meetings for
members to vote on. If the members approve It the tentative

" Through this event, the campus and community come together and there is not one dancer
who would give up. It is all for the kids."
Amanda Bohardt
president of Panhellenlc Council
social responsibility by giving dance marathon, which would be
a 32- or 36-hour event, would be
back to the community."
Members at the Penn State next spring In Anderson Arena.
dance marathon raise money The councils hope to have an
through canning, getting pledges overall chairperson for the event
and corporate sponsors. Facer by the end of this semester and
they plan to open the event up to
said.
Diana Breclaw, community other campus organizations, not
service education graduate ad- Just the Greek system.
Coy said he has spoken to other
viser for Greek Ufe. said she
student leaders about the Idea,
and they have been open to the
Idea and Interested In getting Involved. He also said he had gotten
a lot of positive feedback from the
meeting Tuesday night
"We want to try to get this event
going and to be successful." Coy
said. "Amanda and I would take
pride In starting an event such as
this at the University."
Those attending the meeting
showed enthusiasm by asking
questions and wanting to leam
more about the dance-a-thon.
Bohardt said.

THE KEY

HOTMMESS!

will distribute
housing guide
Jim Barker
The BG News

A comprehensive guide rating apartment complexes In
Bowling Green will soon circulate within residence halls and
Greek housing, thanks to the
efforts of Undergraduate Stud e n t
Government's OffCampus
Committee.
tttt
The USG
>»■».» *m AT r
Apartment
Guide Is a
studentbased evalua 11o n of
Bowling
Green apartments.
Each complex has been
rated upon major desirability
factors such as cleanliness,
noise level, security, availability of parking and laundry facilities.
USG Off-Campus Committee
member Brian Dicker) said the
decision to produce an apartment guide Is a new concept
for USG.
This is the first time anything like this has been done."
Dlcken said. "We started on
this kind of late, toward the
end of October."
The process of collecting Information required a number
of tactics, he added.

fcjSG

You can pick up your copy
at 28 W. Hall between
11-5pm,Mon.- Frl.
BRING YOUR LD.
Call 372-8086 for details.

Jnrnr

Off-Campus Committee cochalrwoman Sandy Stoll devised the questionnaire. Stoll
said creating the questions
was a matter of common
sense.
"I got in touch with Student
1-e.Ra] Services and met with
one of their lawyers. We talked
about the kind of complaints
students express." Stoll said.
"Then I did an informal survey of my classmates, graduate
students — any sort of student
I could get hold of - and asked
them what was Important in
an apartment."'
• '
Dlcken said copies of the
USG Apartment Guide would
soon be available to the students.
"Right now we've got 100
copies and we're putting It on
the Internet. There will be copies In the USG offices, the OffCampus Student Center, copies on reserve in Jerome Library." Dlcken said.

YOU'VE SEEN THE REST,
NOW CHECK OUT THE BEST.

Review your CPR
techniques...
You may save a life!

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS

CORRECTION

Limited number of One & Two Bedroom
apartments at three great locations available with:

The
Tanning

Center

Ceiling Fans
- Free Private Campus Shuttle
Two (2) Pools
- Furnished or Unfurnished
Air Conditioning
- 24 Hour Maintenance
On Site Laundry Facilities
Gas Heat, Cooking, Water, Sewer, Trash Pickup Included
Office Located at: 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

&£&

"We had a table at the University Union where we asked
people to fill out the forms. We
had a booth at the Off-Campus
Housing Fair and people completed the [.surveys] there."
Dlcken said.
"We even went door to door
when we had to. so we had a
chance to talk to students
right there at the apartments."
he added.

The offer (or 10 tanning
visits for $20.22 is good at
South Side Laundromat
location only and it is not
valid with any other offer.
Sorry for the inconvenience.

WANTED
RtWARD: U£LP PRtVtNT CHILD ABUS£
B0!*FRI£ND
6IRLFRI€ND
CO-WORKfcRS
ROOMMATES
FRItNDS
T€ACW€RS
KAPPA DELTA 4AH.-N-BAIL
SATURDAY. MABCH 11. 1935
SHAMBOCK PROJECT

University Community
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Five sheets
When do a few beers
turn into binge drinking?
Dime draft on Thurs
People commonly associate
day at gamers. Fifty binge drinking with images of
cent draft on Wednes- a person drinking for days at a
day at Uptown. Dollar sta- time, but the definition of binge
dium classes at Downtown.
drinking is far from the stereoDecisions, decisions.
type.
In the city of Bowling
A binge drinker Is defined
Green, population 28,0007 as a person who has five or
17.000 of which are students more drinks in one sitting. A
attending Bowling Green drink is defined as 12 ounces
State University, the decision of beer or wine cooler. 4 ounces
Is not whether to go to the of wine or 1.25 ounces of libars, but rather to find a bar quor.
that offers the best drink speUsing this definition as a
cials.
guide, 44 percent of all college
According to a
students in the U.S.
study in The Jourwould be binge
nals the American
drinkers.
Medical Associa"I don't agree
tion, 44 percent of
with the definition of
college students
binge drinking,"
regularly drink
said Judy Brown,
four or more bevowner ofTrotter's
erages in a row.
Tavern In downtown
Another study.
Bowling Green. "A
which examined
lot of people can
1,669 college
come in, sit down
students at Masfor a couple of
sachusetts col- A binge drinker is hours and be fine
leges, found only defined as a perIf they drink five
beers. I think
9.1 percent of
the men and son who has five
binge drinking Is
deliberately set14.3 percent of
or
more
drinks
in
ting out to drink
the women had
not consumed one sitting.
until a person
falls
into
alcohol In the
oblivion."
past year.
More than one-half of the
However. Heath McKenzle.
men and one-third of the a bouncer at Uptown/ Downwomen had consumed five or town whose main lob Is to conmore drinks-In a row at least trol those who do drink too
once in the past two weeks, much, said students do set out
thus being designated as to get drunk.
binge drinkers.
"I watch It happen every
The University has never night," McKenzle said. "Everydone a study specifically re- one is a binge drinker. Now Is
lated to binge drinking; how- that last time students have
ever. Sheila Harris, a licensed without any responsibilities; so
social worker at The Preven- they feel if s okay to drink In
tion Center, said binge drink- excess."
Although 44 percent of coling is a problem at the Unilege students are binge drinkversity.
"Most of the people who ing, it does not change the fact
come to me looking Tor help that three-fourths of college
are binge drinkers," Harris students are below the legal
said, "we see more binge drinking age. 21 in Ohio.
"Alotof students try to
drinking than addiction."

Above: To ensure
only thoae who are
of age drink In
bars, local establishment atamp
hands and distribute wrist bands to
identify those who
an 21. Right: The
long line outside
of Uptown, which
may circle from
slain Street onto
Court Street, la a
good example of
the bare popularity
with University

Story by
Sharon Turco
AH photos by
Ross Weitzner

Editor's note: It Is not The
New' Intention to portray any
individual In these pnotoaraphs asabtng drinker, and
leoauseofthis.noones name
is used.

Pass dasifa by Weasel Zewsnki

Although Ore been in an eTening la considered binge drinking, many University students consider the conaumption of maaa quantities of alcohol to

drink underage." said John
Rlghtmyer, owner of The Junction. The bars In town are cautious about underage drinkers,
but It's hard to catch everyone.
The key is educating the bar
staff on how to handle people
who try drinking underage.
Rlghtmyer said he also believes navfng a legal drinking
age Is not stopping anyone
from drinking if they want to.
"The problem of underage
drinking arises because students who can't drink in the
bars have friends buy them alcohol before they go out." said
Rlghtmyer. "Then they proceed
to drink as much as they can,
trying to extend the buzz which
causes them to get out of control."
"Binge drinking is nothing
new." said John Cashen,
owner of Mark's Bar. which caters to students age 19 and
older. "Age doesn't really have
anything to do with how much
a person drinks, although
freshmen tend not to be able
to handle their alcohol because
it is often their first experience
with alcohol."
Several bar owners In Bowling Green denied having problems with students trying to
drink underage, but some
people believe if still happens.
Trie problem Is not lust Isolated to Bowling Green,"

Rlghtmyer said. "It happens ev- eressure to drink in college can
erywhere because drinking Is
e difficult." she sail. "It
a social activity. It's just the na- doesn't matter what organizature of the beast, so to speak." tion you are a part of, the peer
"Some students
pressure is
still there.
repeatedly go out
on
Thursday
College
students
nights and binge
drink, and then
spend an estiskip classes on
mated $5.5
billion a year
Friday because
they are not feelon beer, wine
and liquor —
ing good." Harris
more
than
said. "This Is defitheir comnitely a sign that
bined outlays
someone Is a
for books and
binge drinker and
all other bevthey need to seek
erages. On a
help."
Harris said statypical campus, per capita
tistics show a direct correlation
student
spending on
between
the
alcohol
is
amount of alcohol Forty-four percent
$446 a year.
a person drinks
Thafs it?"
and their grade of college students
said
Mike
point average.
regularly
drink
Bundrldge,
a
"The more a
person drinks, the four or more bever- student at the
University
more likely they **
,
who recently
are to skip classes ages in a row.
21.
and. as a result,
The Jouraal of the turned
"I'm sure my
get lower grades."
American Medical friends and 1
she said.
Peer pressure
Association spend more
than that in a
can play a big part
year. In fact, I
in why students
choose to drink, and possibly bet I spent that much Just last
semester."
binge drink.
McKenzle said the price of
The social and cultural

alcohol has nothing to do with
alcohol consumption.
"Cheap beer Is good for
business, but no matter what
the price people are going to
binge drink. Even if a person
goes out for Just one drink, it's
easy to forget your limit and get
drunk."
One ritual that is particular to college students in Bowling Greenls the birthday bar
crawl. Beginning at midnight
the night before one's 21st
birthday, it's tradition to go to
all 13 bars and down one free
shot the local bars offer.
"A binge drinker is someone
whojustTurned 21 and doesn't
stop drinking til they throw
up, Brown said. "Free birthday shots are a ritual here. I
don't know of any other college
towns that give birthday
shots."
According to a study done
by Columbia University the
percentage of students who
drink has remained constant
over the last few decades, but
abusive drinking has surged.
"I have seen a decline In the
amount of people who binge
drink in the past few years,"
said Bowling Green City Police
Chief Galen Ash. "But the
same people are doing It all the
time, and that's when the problem starts because It leads to
other things."

•
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Retards access
may be revoked
Haather Creagrom
The BG News
Professors currently have
the opportunity to examine
their promotion and tenure records and administrative records, but this right may be revoked.
The biter-University Council
Is a lobbying organization of
state university presidents
who are proposing restrictions
of public access to promotion
and tenure files of professors
and records regarding the
selection of senior university
administrators.
The American Association of
University Professors opposes
the IUC's efforts to close off
public access to these documents.
John Blackburn, president
of the Ohio Conference of
AAUP, said he believes professors should have access to the
promotion and tenure records.
"Providing access will enhance accuracy of the process
by allowing professors to correct statements In the evaluations.'' Blackburn said. "It's
simple fairness."
Blackburn said the luc is
taking away the access rights
of professors and the public.
A professor's promotion and
tenure file Is considered a public record by a ruling of the
Ohio Supreme Court.
Ron Stoner, professor of
physics and astronomy and
president of the AAUP-FA at
the University, said he believes
there Is no good reason to
make the documents Inaccessible.
"It's a disadvantage for faculty." Stoner said. There could

be false statements and mistakes written. It's unfair for a
professor not to see what was
written about them." he said.
Herb Asher, special assistant to the president at The
Ohio State University and
member of IUC. said the organization Is not trying to privatize
documents, but provide
protection.
"It Is not necessary that
every piece of Information be
made public." Asher said.

"In order for faculty
to give objective and
straightforward
evaluations, document* need to be
kept private."
Phil Mason
vice president.
University relations
Asher said there are five
main areas that the IUC Is
working on. Intellectual property, such as research proposals and mid-term exams, aspects of personal records,
promotion and tenure records,
donor profiles and administrative search records.
Phil Mason, vice president
for University Relations and a
legislative representative for
IUC, said he supports open records but agrees with Asher
that some personal Information should be confidential.
"In order for faculty to give
objective and straightforward
evaluations, documents need
to be kept private." Mason
said.

ORDER YOUR
TICKETS TODAY!

MX

HONORS STUDENT ASSOCIATION,
HONORS PROGRAM A
STUDENT ROOK EXCHANGE

13th ANNUAL TUITION
RAFFLE
GRAND PRIZE - A SEMESTER TUITION &
FEES
($1865.00 Value)
• Second Prize - A Half-Semester Tuition
.3 ($150) Book Scholarships
• 100 Coupons for a Free Large Pizza from
Pisanello's
DRAWING: March 16.1995 at 12:00 p.m. at the Falcon's Nut.
University Union

- Grad Students, Graduating Seniors &
Undergraduates may win
- Money deposited In Bursar Account
- Must be enrolled for one credit hour
this semester to win.
Mail orders to: Tuition Raffle. 231 Administration
By March 15.
# of Packages ordered
N«m«:
Campus Addrasa:.
Phons:
Total Amount Enclosed:.

— Single Ticket ($1 each)
Crangs & Brown Package
— 6 tor $5.00
Falcon Package
—15 lor $10.00
Sto»« Falcon Package
35 lor $20.00
_ Golden Falcon Package
100 lor $50.00

Make checks payable to: Tuition Raffia

Professor authors text College
Text aims to improve students' inquiry skills
*

Jennifer jjolwfc
The BG News

A University professor recently wrote a book to
give students the skills to ask questions about psychology.
Stuart Kedey. pyschology professor at the University, published a textbook titled "Asking the
Right Questions In Abnormal Psychology.''
Keeley said he wanted to help students learn how
to question abnormal psychology.
"The main goal Is to move students away from being what I call 'spunge learners,' " he said. "I want
to create an active, questioning atmosphere Most
students don't know what kind of questions to
ask."
Keeley said the textbook Is new and unique because It Is explicit In the way in which It lists the
questions. He added that the book provides examples of how to answer them.
The paperback Is 140 pages long and is Intended
to be used as a companion text along with other
longer textbooks.
Keeley has been a member of the Clinical Psychology Department at the University since 1967.

Trade spots with Olscamp
Scott Swecker
The BG News
Students who have been complaining about the parking problem at the University will have an
opportunity to move up the campus hierarchy and park In President Paul Olscamp's spot — at
least for a day.
University Activities Organization and Undergraduate Student
Government are sponsoring a raffle to give away Oiscamp's park-

ing spot at the McFall Center for a
day.
Olscamp will have to park In
the lot where the winner of the
raffle usually parks.
Todd Phelps, UAO representative for USG, said the president
has offered full support of the raffle.
"It's a great way for Olscamp to
experience the parking problem
hands on," Phelps said.
Pete Swyt, director of special
events for USG. said Olscamp

Ad hoc committee chairwoman
Dorothy Behllng and committee
member Victoria Gold said the
committee members believe the
GBRG report Is unfair and subjective.
The GERG was Influenced by
the administration's viewpoint
that gender Is Irrelevant to the
distribution of faculty salarles.'Gold said.
Balzer said he disagrees.

.

"We tried to be as objective as
we could," Balzer said.
Behllng and Gold said the
GERG's conclusions regarding
wage regressions are Identical to
those found In the committee's
report.
"The committee did two regression analyses — one with a variable rank and one without a variable rank" Gold said. "GERG rep
llcated the results and found the

AFFORDABLE
CHIROPRACTIC

same thing."
GERG Ignored the committee's
GERG's conclusion: without first report, an analysis of what
the variable, there Is no re- happens as a result of promotion.
lationship between rank and gen- The GERG also dismissed the use'.
der, but Behllng and Gold said of an-ordered problt analysis bfe- ■
there Is.
cause It focuses on outcomes
Balzer said rank Is an Incon- rather than the actual prorhasistent variable with the Universi- tlonal process. However, itjie ,
ty salary model.
GERG used descriptive statlsitcS
and focused on outcomes, also! . "•
The GERG report did not show
Behllng and Gold said the ad
gender bias against female faculty hoc committee members believe'
In general: however, gender dis- the GERG's analysis of the potejnV
crimination could have occurred Ual for gender bias In rank Is''
on an Individual basis. Individual flawed and should not be used in ■
cases do not reflect a unlverslty- deciding whether women faculty
wlde pattern.
face bias In the promotion proBehllng and Gold said the cess.

Give Away

$10,000
In
CHIROPRACTIC SERVICES:*
PATIENT APPRECIATION DATS

VOCALISTS & MUSICIANS

For 2 Days Only!
THUESDAY, MARCH 9 & FRIDAY, MARCH 10

Do you play an instrument or sing?
Audition for a PAID position in the
PRE-REGISTRATION CABARET SHOW

• All New Patients Will Receive FREE Spinal Exams &
X-Rays (If Needed) On Their First Visit To Our Office.

Sign up for auditions at 405 Saddlemire Student Services
until March 14. Auditions will be held 3/13 and 3/314.
Call 2-9903 (leave a message) or e-mail ddvatan
@bgnet.bgsu.edu for more information.

Call Today To Reserve Your Appointment

AFFORDABLE CHIROPRACTIC
354-6166
1072 N. Main St
W. Brown, D.C.
K Wells, D.C.j

w®
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Technology majors looking for cooperative education experiences may make
the right connections Friday. The College of Technology's Office of Cooperative
Education will host Its first
co-op Job fair from 1 p.m. to
4 p.m. at the College of
Technology.
The fair Is a good opportunity to get exposure to
several employees at once."
said Geoffrey Humphrys,
assistant director of co-op
education for the College of
Technology.
Some of the companies
that will be at the Job fair are
Delta Airlines, American
Greetings, Sauder Woodworking and Copeland Corporation.
The fair will be set up
throughout the Technology
Building, with signs to indicate where students should
goStudents are advised to
bring their resumes and
dress appropriately.

wants to

$**» Don't get caught
Sleeping...

Don't miss out on this great opportunity for leadership experience!
PICK UP APPS. M 330 UNION. DUE BACK BY 5 P.M.
INTERVIEWS ON MARCH 11
CALL 2-2343 FOR MORE INFORMATION

sjflBII

lem on campus." Swyt said.
The raffle tickets are on sale for
50 cents today through March 13
In the Union Foyer and the Commuter Center - half of the
proceeds will benefit David's
House In Toledo.
The drawing will take place
March 13.

Lindsay Krout
The BG News

Continued from p«ge one.

TODAY IS THE LAST CHANCE TO APPLY FOR A DIRECTORSHIP IN

• CAMPUS FILMS
'CAMPUS SALES
•CULTURAL
AWARENESS
•CONTEMPORARY
ISSUES
'GAMES
'MM COURSES
•OUTDOOR
RECREATION

would like to become more Involved In student affairs.
"Olscamp wants to show that
he knows there is a parking prob-

to host
student
job/air

GENDER

WE NEED YOU!
COBS'

and currently teaches psychology 405 to sophomores. Juniors and seniors.
Keeley has participated in seminars and also
wrote a book m 1981 with Nell Browne, a professor
of economics at the University, titled "Asking the
Right Questions: An Informal Guide to Critical
Thinking."
Keeley said that he's been very active in promoting critical thinking as an Important component of
education for the past IS years.
He added that he's had the desire to include
critical thinking in abnormal psychology because of
his Interest In the subject.
"It made sense to develop a book that would
[combine critical thinking and abnormal pychclogyl." Keeley said.
Although most psychology books emphasize memorization. Keeley said that the field is more than a
series of established facts.
The process of learning psychology Is more Important than the answers." he said.
In the future. Keeley and Browne will be revising
their first textbook, which is currently In Its fourth
edition.

' PERFORMING ARTS
' PUBLICATIONS
' PUBLIC RELATIONS
'PUBLICITY
' SPECIAL EVENTS
• SPOTLIGHT
ENTERTAINMENT
TRAVEL

I* Free Heat, Water, Sewer, with the
Extra Bonus of Being close to Campus!
228 South College -1 bdrm.
320 Elm -1&2 bdrm.
222 South College -1 bdrm.
309 High - 2 bdrm.
222 South College - Eff.

Et*2? NEWLOVE
(our only office)

tmmmmmmmm

The Rental
Agency voted #1
by the BG News
for 1994!

Smeared Ink
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With Coupon and Pur<has« of Any

CHICKEN MEAL DEAL

YOUR
TOTAl VALUE

(REGULARLY $8.99, $11.99 ft $17.95)
ior luitomtr. Valid Mir. 9 thru Dor. 12, 1995
Sub|«<t to applicable state and local taxes.
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER COUPON

OM MOMO

^P0-|

OFF

With Coupon and Purihas• of One

WHOLE
. ROTISSERIE CHICKEN

■OM cotfM Mr witoaor. Valid Mar. 9 thro Mar. 12,1995
SaMoct to applicable state and IOMJ taxes.
NOT Wm WITH ANY OTHER COUPON

The Bake-lt-Yourself
Restaurant Pizza. Prepared
fresh daily for you to enjoy
at home. The best-tasting
pizza in town.
Guaranteed.

FOOD&DRUG

Prices and Items Effective at Bowling Green Kroger Store, Mar. 9 thru Mar. 12,1995.
COPYRIGHT 1995 THE KROGER CO. QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. NONE SOLO TO DEALERS. SAVINGS REFLECTED OFF KROGER
EVERYDAVPRtCE!^BLE COUPONSUP TO K*. DOES NOT APPLY TO CENTS OFF COUPONS ISSUED IN STORE. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS.

TREAT YOURSELF TO HOMESTYLE GOODNESS TODAY AT KROGER!
i

Sports
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Lune eyes return to BG lineup
John Boyle
The BG News

"1 feel comfortable that I'm still
improving each year, and 1 hope I
can do so further on In my career," Lune said. "Each and every
year I adapt and gain more experience and get better."
Lune, BG's most physical forward, generally feels more comfortable along the boards In the
offensive zone. Earlier this
season. Lune and llnrmat.es Tom
Glantz and Dale Crombeen made
up BG's checking line. Their Job
detail wasn't glamorous and, for
the most part, neither were the
goals they scored. But they were
effective in cycling the puck down
low and outworking opposing defensemen.
But seasons go In peaks and
valleys and so do line combinations. Lune's line, effective for
most of the season, was broken
up.
"IPowersI Just tried to shake
things up." Lune said. "We went
into a little bit of a slump. WeVe
got to get confidence back with
everyone — Coach has got to get
confidence back In the players
and players confidence In themselves.
"We'll get going again: things
will turn around. It was Just a
little down period for us. And then
for myself. I had to sit the two
games with the back Injury so
that was the down point and put
more of a damper on It. but I'm
working hard to get back In the
full mode."
Freshman Dave Faulkner has
filled In admirably in Lune's latest
absence from the lineup, scoring
two goals and adding two assists
in his last three games. And in
Powers' system of earning spots
In the lineup, Faulkner could see
more playing time In the playoffs.

Falcon center Kevin Lune did
his share of fighting In the Midwestern Junior Hockey League,
amassing 276 career penalty
minutes. His recent scuffle at
Ohio State, however, was probably his most costly.
Lune's pugnacity with OSU defenseman Taj Schaffhlt on and off
the ice two weeks ago in Columbus cost both players a threegame suspension. Lune has
served two of those games and
will return to the lineup Saturday
against Notre Dame.
"It's been frustrating," Lune
said. "Especially getting near
playoff time because I try to step
up my game at that time. That Incident at Ohio State - I didn't
think was fair or Just, but there's
nothing you can do about it."
Stepping up his game has been
part and parcel of Lune's career at
BG. As a sophomore, his first year
as a Falcon. Lune collected only
nine points while amassing 72
penalty minutes. Last season he
complied 20 points and decreased
his penalty minutes to 24.
Even though he was more efficient on the Ice. Lune found himself In former coach Jerry York's
doghouse, sitting out six straight
games from mid-January to early
February. But like most of the
Falcons, new head coach Buddy
Powers has rejuvenated him.
"Jerry and I had a hard time
communicating," Lune said. "And
with Buddy, right away we communicated and talked with each
other. He read me and I read him
and It worked out a lot easier. But
taking nothing away from Jerry —
he did a great Job — but Buddy
Just read me as a person and a
"ILune'sl had the best year ot
player a little bit easier."
That communication has led to his career," Powers said. "It
Lune's best year as a Falcon. makes a tough decision for us. It's
Lune has 26 points thus far. InSee LUNE, page nine.
cluding a career-high 11 goals.

Senior center Kevin Lone, who returns to the lineup Saturday agalnat Notre Dame, book* OSU'» Jared Whidden

FIRSf ROUND Or CCHA PLAYOFFS STARTS TOMORROW 2 TICKETS AVAILABLE!
COME SUPPORT THE HOME TEAM

&M&

$3 FOR BGSU STUDENTS ...FREE GIVEAWAYS TO FIRST 1000!

You're in Luck
There are still apartments available:

l^^^j^rgefafel^Cj*

• Field Manor Apartments -1 left
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 3 left
• 334 N Main - 2 left
• Buff Apartments - Call

* • ^A % <<wMt ARTS

Call or stop in for a complete listing of available apartments & houses

224E.wooster GreenbrisrInc.

soi i ii sim o

... llllM.i: I III l»\l.l V SI 'AIM'S

352-0717

737 S MAIN

I

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

REPROgraphics
YOUR CAMPUS PKINIfR

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments
iiiii""tiiiiiiimiiiiiiii'

Stop in to 319 E. Woostcr for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

• High Speed & Multi-color copying
• Quality Offset Printing
• Custom Publishing with copyright clearance
• Many binding services
• 4tf Self Serving Copies
• Transparencies regular and color

• Personalize T-shirts, sweatshirts, buttons, mugs, etc.
It's So Easy - Bill Your Bursar Account!!!
9th Floor Administration Bid*.
372-2323

mmm

mmm

mmmmm

-•••"•'-Spot*
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Team awaits owners ' okay NHL

Western Conference
Central
Chicago
Detroit
St. Louis
Toronto
Winnipeg
Dallas

Recommendation
from expansion
committee clears
way for expansion

L
6
6
6
10
10
11

T
1
1
1
3
3
3

Eastern Conference
Pts

L T
8
4
10 2
8
7
12 2
11 4
13 1
(standings as < }f3/8/95)
W
10
9
6
8
5
6

Pacific
Calgary
San Jose
Vancouver
Edmonton
Los Angeles
Anaheim

PALM BEACH. Fla. (AP) -- Phoenix and Tampa Bay will get
major league baseball In 1998 If
owners approve the recommendation of their expansion
committee.
The cities received recommendations from the committee
Tuesday night, two committee
members, speaking on the condition they not be Identified, told
The Associated Press. The committee Is recommending the two
new teams begin play In 1998.
The Tampa Bay Devil Rays will
play In the ThunderDome In St.
Petersburg. Ha. The Arizona
Diamondbacks will play In a retractable-roof stadium that will
be built at a cost estimated at
$275 million.
A vote could come as early as
Thursday, and approval Is expected whenever the vote takes
place. Committee chairman John
Harrington planned on briefing
owners today.
"I will tell the full ownership
group where we are on the sites."
Harrington said without disclosing the recommendation.
Harrington wasn't sure the
final vote would come this week,
but another committee member,
speaking on the condition of anonymity, said he expected a vote
Thursday.' Lawyers discussed the
timing of a vote during a conference call Monday.

W
14
14
12
10
9
8

Northeast
Quebec
Pittsburgh
Boston
Buffalo
Hartford
Montreal
Ottawa
Atlantic
NY Rangers
Philadelphia
NY Islanders
Tampa Bay
New Jersey
Washington
Florida

24

29
25
23
21
19
Pts
24
20
19
18
14
13

NBA

Jerry Colangala, president of the Phoenix Sons and the
expansion team. Is ■urrounded by madia.
"We still have some work to do
on them," Harrington said of the
recommendations.
The teams would become the
29th and 30th In the major
leagues. Owners said It was probable the franchises wouldn't be
assigned to leagues until later.
If one team Is added to both the
American and National leagues. It
would create two 15-team circuits
and necessitate the start of lnterleague play.
One group from Orlando, Fla.,
and two from northern Virginia

AT BaaaV OMT —atak
of the Phoenix group vying for an

constant labor battles.

also were seeking franchises. One
source said the committee would
not at this time recommend a
team for the second wave of expansion, which Is not expected
until 2000 at the earliest. But
several sources said that owners
may designate northern Virginia
for the second wave during a
meeting later this year.

"1 don't want this to sound trite,
but it can't get any worse." said
Phoenix Suns president Jerry Colangelo. who heads his area's
group. "It can only get better. I
think It's bottomed out."
Vincent Nalmoll heads the Florida group. His bid to buy the San
Francisco Giants and move them
to St. Petersburg was rejected by
the National League owners In
November 1992. prompting an
anUtrust suit that's still pending.

The five groups that made
30-mlnute presentations to the
expansion committee said they
weren't discouraged by baseball's

I

a good decision to have because
Dave Faulkner's stepped in and
had himself two great games In a
row. And we've got to prepare for
Friday, so we've got to put our
lines together based on Friday In
everything we do."
At any rate. Lune's return to
the lineup on Saturday, be It on
the third or fourth line, makes BG
a stronger team and provides
Lune the opportunity to begin to

realize some of his Immediate
goals.
"I hope to bring an NCAA
Championship back here — that's
like the ultimate goal," Lune said.
"First of all I want to get to the Joe
and beat Michigan. I'd really like
to go out on a positive note because it helps out the guys that
are leaving this year and the guys
that are stepping up In the Junior
and senior roles next year."

V

PIZZA B

Additional Pizza* $5

Coupon E Oka* 3/17/OS

lo-s 352-5166;
iw, 1M4
FOR FREE DEUVERY
VOTED BEST PEA W WOOD coum'■ Bl m m

Attention Spring Breakers!

LET'S Party!
Panama City from $139

Hotels Include:
Quad
Triple
Double
Boardwalk Beach $149
$189
$269
Holiday Inn
$169
$209
$299
Beachfront Accomidations!
Daily Free Drink Parties!
Wristbands for Discounted Club Admissions!
Daytona from $159

Cancun from $399
Bahamas from $369

International Trins Include;
Round Trip Air
Airport/Hotel Ground Transfers
Daily Free Drink Parties!

tP

Central
Charlotte
Indiana
Cleveland
Chicago
Atlanta
Detroit
Milwaukee

Pet
.767
679
£32
544
518
298
200

Atlantic

Pacific

Phoenix
Seattle
LA Lakers
Portland
Sacramento
Golden State
LA Clippers

W L
46 14
38 18
36 21
31 26
29 27
17 40
12 48

GB
6
8.5
135
15
275
34

The office of Dr. John Archer and Dr. David
Shilling is currently seeking participants for a
contact lens clinical study involving new
astigmatism bimonthly disposable contacts
from Qba Vision, Inc. Any current wearer,
previous wearer, or non-wearer who requires
astigmatism correction may be eligible. Both
current patients and non- patients of Drs.
Archer & Shilling are welcome.
Fur Mer«
Infer ai«ftUn
PfemCaH
341-2902

W\ DRS. ARCHER
^- & SHILLING, INC.
■BACTICe OF OPTOMETRY
1022 NORTH PROSPECT. B.Q.

W
37
35
34
30
28
22
22

W
45
38
24
23
23
Philadelphia 17
Washington 15

Orlando
New York
Boston
Miami
New Jersey

Pt»
35
32
26
22
19
18
9
Pts
27
23
21
20
20
19
17

L Pet op
22 627 •
23 J6Q3 1.5
24 586 2.5
30 500 7.5
28 .483 8.5
36 379 14.5
38 367 15.5
L
14
19
34
35
36
41
42

Pet
.763
657
414
397
390
293
263

GB
6
205
215
22
275
29

This Week at the
College of Musical Arts
Bowling Green State University

CMA
lay, March 10-11,8 p.m.
or The School for Lovort

Fbrrest
_Gump

h 12, 4 p.m.
Sunday,
Faculty A
Series: Kantortkl-Pope Piano
Duo
/
KobackerJ&ll, Free

•

Monday, March 13,4 p.m.
Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar Program:
Dr. David H. Porter
Bryan Recital Hall. Free

wm

Monday, 13,8 p.m.
Guest Artist: Kathryn Brown, soprano
Bryan Recital Hall. Free
Tuesday. March 14, 8 p.m.
Tuba and Euphonium Ensemble
Bryan Recital Hall. Free

(SOUS'

Wednesday. March 15, 8 p.m.
Faculty Artist Series: Bowling Groan Brass
Quintet
Kobacker Hall. Free

tsuBS'

FRIDAY & SATURDAY Also: a FREE showing
of LITTLE WOMEN
March 10 & 11
at 9:00 pm
6:45,9:30 & 12:15
Thursday, March 9
• This is a time change*
Gish Theater
111 Olscamp Hall
Hanna Hall
Only $1.50
•for more information, please call 2-7164 or 2-2343

Moore Musical
Arts Center Box
Office open
weekdays noon-6
p.m. Cell 372-8171
or 8007569-2224
for tickets. 24-Hour
Music Concert
Hotline: 372-8888

Thursday. March 18,12:30 p.m.
Peregrine Consort
Bryan Recital Hall. Free
Thursday, March 16,6 p.m.
Electric Guitars
Bryan Recital Hall, Free

GET WHAT YOU WANT

R.E. MANAGEMENT

WOODLAND MALL

EridJ3air 95

"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

Sr~u~Jlf ik. Prntinrf-iTri6unc

Ward, 11 & 12
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBUC

Win A

Endless Summer Tours
1-800-234-7007
AHaiiitlem Cxwwt w Wm* C#nHKt
i»nt W»iftft

3
3
3
2
4
5
3

Eastern Conference

L
16
17
24
31
34
43

rom Hanks is

m@

AddBreadstJcksS1.95

T

Pet GB
.724 J696 2
593 7.5
466 15
393 19
271 265

W
42
39
35
27
22
16

!™»**'^#St ■

with
coupon

T
3
2
2
4
3
4
3

Midwest
Utah
San Antonio
Houston
Denver
Dallas
Minnesota

^nnnma^R'iu—.-^^^^^^^^^l

■ LARGE
■ 1 ITEM

L
4
6
8
7
12
10
14
L
9
9
10
12
9
10
12

Western Confi'.rence

LUNE
Continued from page eight.

W
16
15
12
98
7
3
W
12
10
9
9
8
7
7

Designer Wedding Gown*
• i/JriJatf£jtLdib fllallu/iJa
Zraskion ^kowi C7" JUoor f-^rizai
KlL lh.,, .1 2.-00 F.m. in ('.(• C—l
SNunnt Sire— c*»

.lfeddiiigWI$E
Seminar
Sunday, March 12
3:00 p.m.
Black Swamp Theatre
• Win the "10 Most Wanted
Wedding Gifts"
• Mulli Media Presentation
•Designer Gown

Don't just sit
there! Stop in
today for a complete
apartment listing.

RE Management
•
•
•
•

841 Eighth St.
733 Manville
755 Manville
777 Manville

• 640 Eighth St.
• 317 N. Main St.
• Campus Manor
(505Clough)

Show k Giveaway

1234 N. MAIN ST,
BOWLING GREEN, OH
uioodlondmol
419-364-4447
*

mmmmmammmmmmmam

Gall Now!

352-9302

m

• 313 N. Main St.
• 615 Second St.
• Rockledge Manor
(840 at 850 Sixth St.)

113 Railroad St.
Open Mon thru Fri
8:00am'5:00pm.

Classifieds

page ten

WIN A FREE TBPTO COLUMBUS
TOSH THE
MIGHTY MCHTY BOSSTONE5I
listen to Falcon RadoVWAL
AM M0/Coble SO
fti*t Cett*Mnoon from
noon unM 2, and mm 4 unllo
to! your chance) to win.

CAMPUS EVENTS
ACANMIMMAMNOI
(T.1HOMASMOM
MA*CH9. 199S

>M

ACANDUUWtMNOI
(T. THOMAS MOK
MARCH?. 1995
7PM
_

SERVICES OFFERED
Catholic Answers. SASE for 25 reasons
completely refuting 'Bible Only' Theory.
P.O. Box 127 Portage. OH 43451.

ACANDUISWRMNCI
IT. THOMAS MOM
MARCH ».1W5
7 PM

OOMCTODAYTONA?
$129/person Booking direct
Saves! Suites, kitchenettes, all
beachfront In the heart of Spring
Break" 1-BOO-161-7423

ATTENTION MAY GRADUATES
Ploce your order fof cap and gown by
March 31,1995. Please place you order at
tne gift counter In the University Bookstore
or by calling 2-2851. II placing your order
by phone you must know your cap size.
Graduation announcements are available
at the Bookstore
CARNATION SALE
St. Patrick's Day Is almost here so
send someone you know an Irish greetingl
sponsored by BGSU Irish Club
March 6-10 10am-4pm Union Foyer
CARNATION SALE

Pregnant? We can help. Free and confidential pregnancy test, support, and Information. BG Pregnancy Center. Call
354-HOPE.
Valentines Day Is around the comer.
Ship a bear and a boBoon to that special
someone. Prices start at S16.95. We have
bearsand balloons for ori occasions. Visa
and Mastercard accepted.
Please con 1-800-625-5697 ext. 1100
Win do typing
S12S/poge
Col Vtkl 352-3356

DAFfOMlDAYS
Order a fresh bouquet of aaffodls
today for only $5. Orders win be
delivered throughout Wood County March
13-14. AN proceeds go lo the American
Cancer Society. Look for order forms In the
BG News or around campus. Deadline
is Friday I
DAffOOHDAYS

Word Processing-Resumes, Term Papers
Thesis. Dissertations on Laser Printer
Coll 352-6705 (9-9)

PERSONALS
"Alpha Omlcron Pi"
The sisters of AOII would
lire to thank the brothers
of PN Kappa Tau for the
kissing carnations
"Phi Kappa Tou"
•Phi Eta Sigma"

IPC CWBB>C CLUB IPC CLUB
ELECTIONS TONIGHTI
All current members are Invited
to run for an office*
7:30 pm 103 BA
IPC CLUB »>C CLUB IPC CLUB

Initiation
March 126300
in the Lenhart Grand Ball room

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Date Doth
When-Frl, March 10
Where - College Station
Time-9:30 PM- 11:30 PM
ALUMNI MINORfTY SCHOLARSHIP APPUCATION
Due to oflceol Alumni Altairs by 5:00pm
Friday, March 10
BLACK PIONEER BOOK SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION
Due to tam ol Alumni Af airs by 6:00pm
Friday, March 10.
AUDITIONS AUDITIONS
male and female vocalists, bassists.
Instrumentalists (sax. guitar, keyboard)
!vtorchl36:30-10:30pm
March 14 9:00- 10:30pm
. tor the Summer Pre-Reg Cabaret Show
sign up before March 14 foro time slot
405 Saddlemrre Student Services
AUDITIONS AUDITIONS

This Is it!
LAST CHANCE
TO APPLY FOB DIR£CTC*SHIPINUAO;l
APPLICATIONS DUE TODAY BY 5 PM
AVAILABLE IN UAO OfftCE ROOM 330
UNON
SAIN VALUABU EXPSHENCE *
LIFE LONG FRIENDSI
Cal 2-2343 for more Info

Check out our New '95 Swknwear
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.
352-8333
Checker's Pub' S. Mam
Smarter Night - Thus. 7-9pm
NO COVER
DISCOVER EUROPE
Summer Study Program In France
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE
Informational Meeting
,Tues„ March 14.1995-9:00pm
lOOOBABIdg.
Stephanie Davis:
' 'You'll never get another chance
to discover so much of Europe and
experience so much ol the culture
as you do on this trip."

The
Tanning
Center
South Side Loundromor
993 South Moln
353-6826

For more Information caH
Ed Miller 372-8198 or 353-3172
Dr. Chlltle 372-8180 or 352-6012

10 VISITS
for
$20.00

SMnmrtBYBgYV
FREE FINANCIAL AIDI
Over $6 Blfcon In private sector grants &
scholarships Is now available Al students
are eligible regardless of grades. Income.
or parent's Income. Let us help. Can student Financial Services:
I -800-26*6495 ext. F55443.

• ih this coupon 01
Si«iihS do
■

n s ■ '■

HOME HOCKEY THO WEEKEND!
1ST ROUND OF CCHA PLAY-OFFS
FREE SOUVENIR TO FIRST 10001

■■■

Your Tonnlng Professlonols
since 1980

Need Money for College?
Recorded message gives details: CaS (419)
423-4211. or write Jeon Kraft. M.Ed. 862 W.
Blgelow. Suite E-9. flndtay, OH 45840.
PERSONALIZED GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
The deadline for placing orders for Personalized Graduation Announcements for
May Commencement Is March 17, 1995.
Orders may be placed at the gUt counter
In the University Bookstore.
Photo Developing
DOUBLE PRINTS FREE EVERYDAY
Packages Plus
lllRakood
352-1692
SCECSCECSCECSCEC
Student Council lor Exceptional Chlldien
win be having officer elections
on Sunday. March 12 at 6:00 pm
114 Education. Come and get InvoH-edll
SCECSCECSCECSCEC
STUDY ABJJOAD
FINANCIAL AID MEETINGS
Please come to one of the lolowing two
sessions to learn the steps you must follow
In order to apply your Ikvanclal aid to yout
study abroad experience.

Wednesday. March 15.1995
2:00 pm State Rm. (Union)

THE MICHTY MIGHTY BUS TTMP
Rom
FALCON RADIO WFAL
Listen and win a trip to
CoBjmtout
to see the
MIGHTY MIGHTY BOSSTONES
March 10 at the Newport Music Hal

•Phi Eta Sigma*

May not be a smart man.
'I. but I know what love Is.'
FOMESTeUMP
Friday and Saturday
e:4Spm, 9:30pm, Midnight
lllObcomp
SI.50 Admission

THIMWHTY MIGHTY BUS TRIP
from
FALCON RADIO W FA L
Usten and win a trip to
Columbus
to see the
MICHTV MIGHTY BOSSTONE3
March loot the Newport Music H<H

Mon.Mar. 13lhatMTMUGGS
Joe Tail, the voice ot the Cavs
FREEPRBES

Tuesday. March 14.1995
10:00 am Campus Rm. (Union)

HSA Welcomes
Steven Hassan to BGSU
Tues.Mar.28.1995
800 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Steven SCOMINGI

PARTY
Join Into the Streets and the Irish Club for a
St. Patrick's Day party at BG Manor Nursing
Home on March 11 at 2:30pm Food, music, and fun! For more Info Call Erin
354-2219 or Martha 372-1462.

LAGALAGALAGA
372-0555*372-0665
The Lesbtan and Gay AHance
Meeting Thursday. 8:30 pm
Off Campus Student Center
Moseley Hall
. Topic: Gay Relationshkjs

SPRING BREAK
PA! -i AM A CITY B I. AC I I. F LO RI DA

Camp counselors and counselor/drivers
wanted for our summer day camp, Camp
Cricket. Serves children with and without
disabilities. Counselors are responsible tor
camper leadership and program planning. Some personal care required Counselor/driver duties are the same, however
responsibilities also Include transportation
of campers to and tram camp and on Held
trips using camp vechicles ( 12 or 15 passenger vans). Must be a high school graduate with a strong desire to work with children with disabilities Experience working
with children, preferable leadership role.
Reliable and ability to assume responsifcrtry Interested persons cal 885-5731 or stop
by The AbkTty Center ol Greater Toledo,
5605 Monroe Street In Sytvanla Ohio. Equal
access to programs, services, and employment Is available to all persons. Those
applicants requiring accomodatlon to the
Interview process should contact the Director of Human Resources at the address
above.
EOE/AA

Catawba Wllows Golt Course
Now Hiring
(419)734-2524
2590 Sand Rd.
Port anton. OH 43452
COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS neededl 100
posBsonsI Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mm, PA. Good salary/Nptl <»M)*I?. JAW.

CBUKS SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to S2000./month working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel. Seasonal * full-time employment avalabie. No Experience necessary
For Information cal 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C55443
EARN

Thursday, March 9,1995

Wood County Special Olympics Is in need
ol coaches tor Bowing and Track & Field.
Houn vary, S5.00 per hour, Htgh School LV
ptoma or equivalent required. Positions run
through June. Position description and application pockets avalabie at Wood Lane School Entrance a 11160 East Gypsy Lane
Road. Bowling Greea Ohio between 800
am.-430 p.m. Application deadBne b
March 15,1995. EOE.

FOR SALE
1986 Toyota CoroBo - white Great Condition. AM/FM. A/C
SZ000OBO 363-8315
Alpine Amplifier. 400 watt, great cond..
SI 76. Cal 354-3082.
Bahamas Cruise tor 2. Can be used anytime before March 1997. Asking $400 o.b.o.
CoS 3534121.
COUCH FOR SALE
Great condHlon. S75. OJ3.0. Cal 2-3152
For Sole-Sports Card CoSectton. AS sports,
all years: many rookie cards The Beckette
Value Is $2350. Must sell now. $600. Cal
352-8055 after 4pm.
GIANT Mountain Bke, $ 170/obo.
Advent Prodigy Speakers. $150.
Col 352-7398.
MAOWOJH Computer.
Comelets system Including printer only
159?
Cal Chris at BOO-219-5445
MACINTOSH System 7, MS Word/Excel,
MocDrow. MacTerminal Grammar Check.
4MB RAM $350.372-6155.

Counselors Wanted. Trim down-trrness. coed. NYS camp. 100 positions: sports, crafts,
many omen. Camp Shane, Femdale, NY
12734.(914)271-4141.

2 bdrm. 9 ft 12 mo. lease Inc. heat hat
water, cooking ft sewer. Conveniently k>
cated - close to campus. Bbrary. A 1-76.
dough > Mercer. Unfy.VsToge. 362-0164.
3530325 • CARTY RENTALS
Summer Lease avail -1 or 2 bdrm opts
$220 per month, ok condttlonlrig.
9ngje rooms-S 110-1 st smr. session
Ml Thlra-1b<sm tum-arods-12nio.be.
704 F«th-2bdfm Km-9, 12, smr. leases.
710 5eventh-2bdrm unt\sm.-l2 mo. lease.
352-1445-NO PETS
Apts. 850 Scott Hamilton 2 bks Rom camp.
Nice. turn. air. kxmd reserved parking. 4
people max. No pets 10 mnlh Lease $675
per mo. 12 mnth lease $620 per mo.
287-3233/ alter 5:00 287-4256.
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD STREET
Now renting for 1995-96 ft summer 1995
2 BR & 1 BR units
Fully turn, ft a* conditioned
Convenient Location
Reasonable Rates
Cal 352-4966
One bedroom apt. avalabie In May. 1st
month free. Cal Amy lor delate 354-4077.
Subieasers Needed for Summer.
Apt/Upstairs of house lor 2-3 people.
New kitchen ft bath.
Cal Dan at 352-3016.
Subleasing 1 bdrm. apt. Unfurnished.
$395 »elec. Pets allowed. Wheelchair
accessible. Nice quiet atmosphere.
Please ccri 353-3410, leave message.

FOR RENT
1 and 2 BR apartments.
1 year, nine months, or summer leases.
352-7454.
1 bedroom apartment. Immediate
occupancy. Pets are allowed
Cal 354-8800
1 or 2 bdrm. apts, or single room for male
Only a lew leu.
Cal today. 9 or 12 mo. leases.
Corty Rentes* ' 151-0325

I3BO-I400
PER WEEK OCMOREI
People Needed To Do Fun.
Easy. Respectable Part or
Full Time Work At Home.
24 Hi. Msg Gives Details

WANTED-WOMEN'S CLUB SOCCER COACH
For Fall 995 Season
Call Erin 372-3708

I-B09-474-2B77

WIN A FREETRIPTO COLUMiUS
TO SEE THE
MIGHTY MIGHTY BOSSTONES!
Uiten lo Falcon Radk> EFAL
AM 440/Cable SO
this aftemoor Rom
noon until 2, and from 4 ur* 16
tor your chance to wki

WANTED
"FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE"
1,2. or 3 sublease rs needed lor summer.
House on corner ol Jackson and Napoleon.
S127 00/mo . util. M or F. Big Yard.
353-5122 - Sarah or JuRe.
1 - 2 M/Roommates needed lor 95/96
schootyear Great Price.
Call 372-4284. Gary or Matt.
2 male roommates lor apt.
tor 95/96 year
Call Mtke at 352-6142
2 summer subieasers.
close to campus.
Call 353-0630
2-3 subleases needed lor summer 2 bdrm.
apt. Clean, lunehed - ample parking,
launary facilities. Cal Usa at 354-7083
2-4 summer sublease's needed tot a 2
bdrm., roomy apt. Is furnished, has A/C
and is does to campus1 Please caH:
354-1145.
3-4 summer subieasers needed for a 3 bedroom house Including porch. Close to
campus ca» alter 5:00pm. 352-1886.
Female housemate needed lor summer.
Own room In large 2 bedroom apartment
In a house near campus. Rent neg. Cal
Mamey 354-1157.
Female SubJeaser needed tor '95-'96
Townhouse w/ 2ig. BR's. 2 car garage. Folly hjnlshed. $170/mo..ulllCaB 364-6512.

SI 750 weekly possible
rrvaing our circulars
For Into call 202-298-9065
250 COUNSELORS & INSTRUCTORS neededl
Private, coed summer camp In Pocono
Mtns..
NE Pennsylvania. Lankan. Box 234BG.
Kenllworth. NJ 07033. (908) 2760998.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-F«hHg Industry. Eran to S3.000-S6.000 p*js/month &
benefits Mate/Female. No experience
necessory. (206)645-4155 ext. A55445.

SANDPIPER BEACON
BEACH RESORT

CAIvPCC>Ur«LORS/DRIVERS

TOUCH YOURSELF!
JINIOES the most chemically dependent
band Is 9 Frankles In Toledo Thur. 9th and
S Gargoyles this Friday 10th w/ NONCHALANT (Holt) I mean, if ya can't get otT by
yourself, who can you get off with?

HELP WANTED
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: COED BOWLING
- MARCH 13; COED 3-PTTCH SOFTBALL d MARCH 15: M SINGLEa C DOUBLES TENNS - MARCH 29. ALL ENTRIES DUE 8Y 4:00PM
IN 130 HID HOUSE ON DUE DATE.

AltenBon: Earn Money Rearing Boolol
Up to S500 weekly. Choose subject matter.
For mom detaU. cal: 1 -(206)362-4304
extEOOW.

The BG News

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent Income
to ensemble products at home.
Into. 1-604-646-1700 DEPT. OFK255

CALL NOW!

12 month leases storting May 19, 1995
122 N. Enterprise- 1BR. 1 person-S3404utll.
1241/2 N. Enterprise. Efflc, 1 person$265 &ut!
1204 E. Wooster, 2BR. 2 person.
$420 Sufi
Steve Smith 352-8917

WE UAONLY

-_^ntL^djates^Dgly^^—

EASY money making opportunities at
home. For FREE Info limited time only, RUSH
S.A.S.E. toP.O Box 704. BG OH 43402.

Racism Panel
open forum

Evening office cleaning lor spring and
summer. Evenings 12-16 hrs per week.
Own trans, required Coll 352-5822
Joe's Party Store In BG. Must be 21. S5/hr,
pt time able to work days, nights &
wkends. Call after 7pm:
4I9-878-5660/419-533-75OI
LOOUNO FOR YEAR-ROUND EMPLOYMENT?
1MB OF WOeKING WEEKENDS?
Earn IB an hour I great beneSts
at UPS
Go loom. 3*0 Student Services
loll out on application » sign up
lor an Interview by Thurs. Mar. 9th
UPS Iran Equal Opportunity Employer

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Seasonal & M-time employment available
at National Parks. Forests & Wildlife Preserves Benefits plus bonusesl Call:
I -206-545-4804 ext. N55445.
Painters. Summer Job.
Cleveland Area. Good storting pay.
216-292-0980.
RESORT JOBS - Earn to S12/N. & tips. Theme
Parks. Hotels, Spas. A more. Tropical ft
Mountain destinations Cal 1-206-632-0150
ext. R55442.
SUMMER ENTREPRENEURIAL POSITIONS

Students are
Trying to change
Values, not seize
Power.

146 North Main - Bowling Green

Hosted by:
Toriano Davis
Thursday, March 9,
9:00pm
Rm. 210 Math Science
Building
P.S. Vote for Joson Wolfel

♦
♦
♦

lim^BM^I^CWfl^^
+NOWRENTING»

T Choose from choice apartments within walking T
▼ distance to campus Summer 1995 and school year ▼
1995-1996.

t
4
4>

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
eat
and water included, air conditioning

,641 Third St. Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 3522-43801

Our company Is now hiring hard-working,
motivated, young entrepreneurs to run
their own business during the summer. Earn,
S8000-S10000 while goinlng valuable experience Limited positions are left in Cleveland. Akron. Canton, and Youngstown
areas. For more Information call
1-800469-9346.
SUM MER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS

March 13th & 14th

Student Painters Is looking for highly motivated hard working students to join our
management Ikm. Gain valuable experience to knprove your resume, average
earnings between S8000 S10000 Positions
are available In select Cleveland suburbs.
Akron, and Canton which wll be tiled on a
tint come tint serve basis For more Informotroncol 1-800-543^793.

One bouquet-10 fresh
Daffodils. Donation of
$5AiouquetIo
accompany order. Make
check payable to
American Cancer
Society (ACS) and mall
to address below by
March 10th.

Telemarketing Position Available
Evening hours. Whltehouse. OH.
Send resumes to: McVlcker Insurance
5825 Weckerty Rd., Whltehouse. OH 43571.
THE C LEVELANO YACHTING CLUB
Restaurant Servers, Busters, Bartenders
WM train qualified candidates for summer
work experience at exclusive yachting
club.
Training Dates: May 1 -16
APPLYNOWIII
Interviews Wednesday thru Sunday
2:00 PM- 4:00 PM
200 Yocht Club Drive
Rocky River OH 44116

Giver's Name:

Plions:
Deliver

Bouquet(s) to ME at

(address).
(•MfvtrlM limited to Wood County and the hour* of 9em to s pm)
Delivery area: All of Wood county. Delivery March 13th
& 14th at BGSU. Order by March 10th. Mall to:

I'f'R Pf.RSON PI
■

'

4

Daffodil Days
or
Co Beta Theta Pi
BGSU

American Cancer Society
P.O. Box 47
Bowling Green, OH 43402

